Just when you thought there’s no more fast money—easy money—to be made playing
independent E&P companies in the oil patch—PAY DIRT!

The BIG Canadian MONEY Bonanza:

GIANT OIL & GAS
(OTC: GGSIF)
It’s the Perfect Mega-Growth Pick: Its asset value will jump well
above $400 BILLION over the next three years—yet the stock is
currently trading at less than $3 a share!
“Our 100%-owned Suffield Project... sits within an area of
gas fields covering several thousand square kilometers, with
more than 50,000 wells currently in production.”
-- Rob Sandhu, President, Giant Oil & Gas

It’s the Perfect Mega-Take-Over Pick: 6 companies ringing its land in
Alberta, Canada—already snapped up at a price tag of over $6.5
BILLION...
“The source of the most significant series of light oil
discoveries in the past five years.”
-- Tristone Capital
It’s the Perfect Mega-High Demand Pick: Sits in the middle of 7.8
BILLION barrels of prized light crude—the gas-guzzling nations of the
world are absolutely drooling...
“Analysts worry global demand for oil is so intense that
supplies may not keep pace.”
-- Dow Jones MarketWatch
It’s the Perfect Mega-Quick-Profit Pick: Big Oil is scrambling to buy
up reserves—because the IEA says U.S. demand will grow by 2.2 million
barrels a day next year...
"This comeback in oil is absolutely amazing."
-- Phil Flynn, VP, Alaron Trading

“$100 a barrel is nothing compared to what’s just around the corner....”

From the Desk of: Colin McCabe
Editor, Elite Stock Report
Dear Investor:
This urgent alert will be short and to the point—so sit up—you don’t have time to
get comfortable. AND DON’T READ THIS LATER—READ IT NOW!—or you’ll cry
like a baby when you see all the money that just slipped through your fingers!
And forget about the stock market and all useless fear-mongering recession-talk. I
don’t give a damn whether the DOW is down or up 300 points, or if Bernanke will
lower interest rates, or not. It doesn’t matter—not when it comes to this stock: GGSIF.
So snap out of it, pay attention, please! I don’t give away freebies very often. Okay,
here’s the short and sweet of it (the in-depth story is further below):
•

This company, through luck or design (I don’t care which), is sitting in “Oil
Nirvana”: the newly discovered “Nisku Oil Trend” in oil-rich west-central
Alberta, and the “Sheffield Project” in oil and gas-rich south-east Alberta.

•

Its stock, currently averaging just $2.50 a share— is, by all calculations,
ridiculously under-priced—but that will change—SOON!—so grab as many
shares as you can NOW!

•

This is a classic QUICK and EASY money play—fundamental and technical
analysis is a waste of time here. It doesn’t matter if chimpanzees are running this
company—because just one small fraction of its entire proven oil reserve can
produce over 4 BILLION barrels in a relative heart beat!

•

Because the greed of Big Oil is unquenchable—because the entire world needs,
craves and depends on new sources of oil now more than ever—GGSIF’s price
will go ballistic as the price of oil skyrockets above $100 a barrel!

Now if you’re not a trader—if you’re scared to pull the trigger—if you don’t live for
the thrill of the hunt and the KILL—put this alert down right now, and find something
safe to do, like knitting a sweater. Because I’m moving ahead with this play...

The track record promises riches!
My long-time subscribers know when I say buy, you immediately drop what you’re
doing, you allocate funds and you pull the trigger... and the profits follow—but only
when you act FAST!—‘cause there’s no time to lose, no time to hem and haw or consult
with oracles when I say BUY!
For example, in the oil sector alone, in the past 18 months, I said BUY! and...
•

•
•
•
•

Strata Oil & Gas (also in Alberta)—its shares skyrocketed from less than a
buck to $7.95—a massive 783% gain in just 4 months! (The stock has since
split twice! and announced a major 2-billion-barrel petroleum discovery.)
Houston American (another small independent)—its shares shot up from
$1.75 to $8.05—a spectacular 360% jump, again in just 4 months!
Dune Energy (still another small independent). I said BUY! and its price
popped 96% in just a few weeks.
Oilsands Quest, (again in Alberta) with huge oil-sands deposits, shot up
132%—just 66 days after I said BUY!
And if you don’t mind waiting 6 months to nearly quadruple your money...
tiny PetroSearch Energy exploded from $0.39 to $1.85 for a juicy 374% gain
after I said BUY!

Now, I’m saying BUY! Giant Oil & Gas!
Why Smart Money says Giant is a hi-grade, profit-rich “GOLD MINE”!
Look at the map of Alberta, Canada to the right. [insert graphic]
Notice what happened to the 6 companies (lettered A thru F) surrounding Giant’s
20,000+ acre oil and gas holding in the Tomahawk/Highvale area of west-central
Alberta (which includes 5,000 acres in the recently discovered oil-rich “Nisku Oil
Trend”).
A. Kick Energy Corporation—bought by Highpine Oil & Gas. Price tag: $310
million.
B. White Fire Energy Ltd.—also bought by Highpine Oil & Gas. Price tag: $99
million.
C. Vaquero Energy Ltd.—also bought by Highpine Oil & Gas. Price tag: $350
million.

D. <insert company name>, a wholly-owned subsidiary of Imperial
Oil/ExxonMobil—bought by Arc Energy Trust. Price tag: $462 million.
E. Find Energy Ltd.—bought by Shiningbank Fund. Price tag: $443 million.
F. And just recently, PrimeWest Energy Trust—bought by Abu Dhabi National
Energy Company. Price tag: $5 BILLION!!
Over $6.5 Billion paid to buy land circling Giant Oil and Gas
Now it doesn’t take a genius to see that Big Oil is drawing a big fat bull’s eye around
GGSIF’s oil and gas holdings in the Tomahawk/Highvale 7.8 BILLION barrel oil
deposit.
Mark my words: a deep-pocket buyer will scoop up Giant! The price is probably
being negotiated as I write this—that’s why I say there’s no time to waste! If you buy
the stock now at just around $2.50—imagine how much money you’re going to make when
the company is eventually sold!
But since Wall Street is not stupid—its price will be going up even before a buyout
deal is disclosed—so act FAST!
Sitting rich in the heart of a $48 BILLION EMPIRE!
Now get this: Giant recently acquired, practically stole, another 5,000 acre block of
prime energy real estate (the “Suffield Project”) in the heart of one of the largest gas
fields ever discovered… a vast reservoir in south-east Alberta covering 13,500 sq.
miles—more than twice the size of Connecticut!
This natural gas bonanza is generally accepted to contain 20 Trillion Cubic Feet of
natural gas. And the largest independent natural gas producer in North America—
Encana, Inc., with revenues of $16 billion and a market capitalization of $48 billion—is
already drilling there. But, they’re not alone...
Sitting right smack in the heart of Encana’s massive 4 million acre block is—yup,
you guessed it—Giant Oil & Gas.
Like I said, it doesn’t take a genius to figure out what could happen next...
Wall Street will wake up shortly to an oil miracle of seismic proportions

Now get this, too: Giant, using state of the art and previously unavailable 3-D
seismic imaging in combination with advanced geological mapping techniques, is now
able to achieve a record-setting 55 per cent success rate in locating productive oil pools
in the Nisku Oil Trend—which Wall Street titan, Tristone Capital, already calls “the
source of the most significant series of light oil discoveries in the past five years.”
And since Giant’s oil wells in this 5,000 acre parcel can churn out one million
barrels over a three-year period—by the way, that’s a gross value of $100 million PER
WELL at today’s oil prices...
And since Giant can easily fit 32 wells in this 5,000 acre parcel, with plenty of room
to spare—because 32 wells is just an industry average, certainly not the maximum for
that size parcel...
And since the Nisku Oil Trend is an above average oil reservoir—we’ll increase the
amount of wells it can comfortably situate there by a very conservative 25%—for a total
of just 40 wells.
Now, let’s do the math: 40 wells producing 100 million barrels of oil (40X100
million) equals 4 BILLION barrels of oil, now multiply that by the current price of oil
per barrel, which is $100 (4 billionX$100) that equals a whopping $400 BILLION worth
of oil—just from Giant’s Nisku Oil Trend alone!
Now do you honestly think that Giant’s stock is going to stay at less than $3 a share
for very long?
And do you honestly think that once some trader on Wall Street figures out what I
just told you—that the stock will stay at less than $3 a share for very long?
And do you honestly think that when this special alert—which you’re reading right
now—starts circulating, that the stock will stay at less than $3 a share for very long?
Giant is a 10-20, possibly even a 30-bagger, if ever there was one!
Big Oil is already looking to scoop Giant up—and the sooner the cheaper!
How can I say it any louder, and with any more confidence: BUY GGSIF NOW!
Why am I giving you this HOT BUY recommendation—for FREE?

Well, it’s not free—at least I hope it won’t be...
Listen, other newsletter editors and publishers might try and con you into
subscribing to their investment newsletter by dangling a stock—an unnamed stock—in
front of you. And only after you pay to subscribe—will they then give you the name of
the stock they want you to buy.
Well, I’m giving you the name of the stock first! BUY: GGSIF.
And, unlike investment newsletters, which fill your email box with stock picks every
week—more than half of which lose money—I will only alert you to sure-fire profitmultipliers—which don’t come very often, certainly not every week. But rest assured—
when I do uncover a winner—I guarantee you’ll be the first to know!
Just as I’m doing right now. BUY: GGSIF.
And after you deposit the mega-profits you’re going to realize from that trade—do
me a favor, subscribe to my Jake Landon’s Elite Stock Report—and make even more
money!
Sincerely,
<Signature>
Colin McCabe, Editor
Elite Stock Report
P.S. I’ve enclosed a subscription request form, which includes a list of 5 FREE
Bonuses and a Discounted Offer—all yours once you join Jake Landon’s Elite Stock
Report. But first, BUY: GGSIF and see for yourself the value of my investment advice.

